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Describe the distribution of population and the major cities in
the UK.
Explain the location and importance of the city in the UK and
the wider world
Explain the impacts of national and international migration on
the growth and character of the city
Explain how urban change has created social and economic
opportunities
Explain how urban change has created environmental
opportunities
Describe, explain and assess how urban change has created
challenges
Using an example of an urban regeneration project to
describe, explain and assess the reasons why the area needed
regeneration and the main features of the project.
Describe, explain and assess the features of sustainable urban
living
Describe and explain how urban transport strategies are used
to reduce traffic congestion.
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I can …
I can demonstrate a clear
understanding of facts and processes
through explanation, which follows a
detailed structure that ensures I
explain my point/s to the fullest.


I believe……because……
More specifically……
As a result……



I choose……because……
For example……
As a result……

60%



One way is……because……
This means that……
As a result……

Demonstrate an understanding of facts
and ideas through detailed description,
which uses evidence to back up points.
48%

Make your point and then give two
examples.


Topic sentence – introduce
answer
Firstly……For example……
Secondly……For example……
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Prove it!
Explain how push and pull factors lead to rural‐urban migration
and urbanisation.
Explain why LICs and NEEs experience more rapid urban growth.
Explain why London is considered an important city.
Explain how international migration has affected the character
of urban areas. Use an example of an urban area in the UK.
Explain how changes in London create social opportunities.
Explain how changes in London create economic opportunities.
Explain why inner city areas in UK cities are derelict.
Explain why London suffers from urban sprawl.
Suggest why there are inequalities in health and wealth in urban
areas.
Explain the disadvantages of building housing developments on
Greenfield sites.
Explain why the Lower Lea Valley was in need of regeneration.
Explain how sustainable urban planning can benefit people and
the environment.
Describe the UK’s population distribution.
Describe how London’s population is changing.
Describe three social opportunities in London.
Describe three economic opportunities in London.
Describe how London has expanded its green space.
Describe the characteristics of inner city areas.
Describe the social and economic differences between a
socially deprived and affluent area.
Describe how urban growth can negatively affect the
environments.
Describe what urban sprawl is.
Describe how urban sprawl impacts an area.
Describe the advantages and disadvantages of building on
brownfield sites.
Describe the advantages and disadvantages of building on
Greenfield sites.
Describe the key characteristics of a sustainable urban planning
scheme you have studied.
Describe the characteristics of sustainable traffic management
scheme(s) you have studied.

